This article concerns the recent case of Georges v United Nations, which constitutes, to date, the most elaborate public law challenge to the principle of UN immunity from suit and private law attempt at procuring compensation from the UN for alleged malfeasance. Despite the fact that it relates to people and events in Haiti, the case was brought by United States lawyers on behalf of US plaintiffs, was decided by US courts, used the US-style class action method, called for reparations of US proportions and was intervened in by the US government. The article addresses how the US legal culture of expansionism, litigiousness and charity have influenced the case. It asks whether, in drawing on this culture, the US legal system has overextended its extraterritorial engagement in international and foreign affairs.
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I INTRODUCTION

While the United Nations has long been able to hold states to account for wrongs done to it, by virtue of the famous International Court of Justice (‘ICJ’) Reparations case of 1949 (‘Reparations’),\(^1\) the same cannot exactly be said of the accountability of the UN to others. The UN enjoys functional immunity from suit due to a variety of instruments — including the Charter of the United Nations, the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations (‘CPIUN’)\(^2\) concluded as early as 1946 and agreements on specific forms of UN work such as Status of Forces Agreements (‘SOFA’) on UN peacekeeping — and possibly custom and domestic law,\(^3\) generally meaning that it cannot be sued
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for malfeasance committed in the performance of its functions. Victims of UN
torts have traditionally, therefore, sought redress through the UN’s own dispute
resolution mechanisms that exist outside this immunity, including ombudsmen,
mediation services, dispute tribunals and local claims review boards. Moreover,
claimants can appeal to the UN Secretary-General to resolve disputes.

However, these options are limited in scope, and in any case, they carry the
perception of a potential absence of independence that attends with the UN
examining its own misconduct. The UN might not exercise its discretion to
engage its dispute resolution mechanisms, or the mechanisms might render
decisions that are restricted by policy considerations of the organisation or are
not open to appeal. Consequently, aggrieved individuals have, at times, looked
outside the province of international law for resolution of their grievances.

Yet, in recent times, there has become more at stake with the
rise of mass, as opposed to individual, tort claims against the UN, involving
many thousands of claimants per case. Notably, such cases have been brought
not in the country in which the alleged tort was committed or where the
claimants were living, unlike in standard immunity cases, but in jurisdictions of
developed countries equipped with considerable legal resources and legal
enterprise.

One such case before US courts from 2013 to 2016, which has been described
as ‘one of the most organized legal challenges’ to UN immunity yet, is Georges
v United Nations (‘Georges’). This case arose in response to a cholera epidemic
triggered in Haiti in October 2010 that was for a long time the largest cholera
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epidemic in the world and that continues today.⁹ At least 10 000 people have
died of the disease and 800 000 people have taken ill in the country of 10
million.¹⁰ Scientists traced the strain of cholera to a battalion of UN
peacekeeping troops that inadvertently carried the disease from their home
country of Nepal and failed to exercise proper methods of sanitation.¹¹ The UN
responded with more than US$100 million in services, reducing the epidemic by
around 90 per cent since it peaked in 2011.¹² However, the UN did not assess
claims for compensation. Hence, Georges commenced, in which a class of
thousands of people affected by the epidemic brought a suit in the US judicial
system against the UN, the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti, the former Under-
Secretary-General of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti and the former UN
Secretary-General.

Some jurists and scholars have queried the potential unfairness of national
courts, rather than an international body, holding the UN to account, given that
these courts could make decisions inconsistent with one another and in making
these decisions assert ‘unilateral control’ over the UN and undermine the
principle of ‘sovereign equality’.¹³ The present article takes this argument one
step further in considering the potential bias involved in the US jurisdiction, in
particular, holding the UN to account in the cholera case. Certainly, with regard
to the facts presented in the case, the US jurisdiction bears little material
connection to the events, with cholera having ravaged the sovereign nation of
Haiti, with the strain brought by Nepalese nationals and with failure to prevent
the outbreak attributed to the UN.

The article discusses the relevance of US legal culture in bringing Georges to
fruition, namely, the culture of expansionism, litigiousness and charity. It
questions whether the advanced state of this culture might justify the legal
innovation of the case or whether its influence could, in fact, amount to legal
intervention. Though, prima facie, it might seem that the legal action could not
have made matters worse for the Haitian people, the article addresses whether, in
trying to resolve a dispute between a foreign people and the UN, where
international dispute resolution mechanisms have failed to do so adequately, the
legal action has implications more far-reaching than intended with regard to the
US legal system’s extraterritorial engagement. The article discusses these
implications and whether they can be reconciled with a public interest case for
US involvement.
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II LITIGATION WITH US CHARACTERISTICS

The discussion of legal culture is prefaced with an illustration of the US features of the case and an overview of its procedural history. Of particular note, the legal minds behind Georges appear to hail, in most part, from the US. They are two groups of public interest advocates and human rights lawyers: the Institute for Justice and Democracy in Haiti (‘IJDH’), based in Boston, Massachusetts and the Bureau des Avocats Internationaux (‘BAI’), based in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. While the IJDH is the more distinctly American of the two groups — with a network of board members, advisors, team members and partner organisations from the US — the BAI nevertheless has a considerable US influence. It was co-managed by the current Executive Director of the IJDH, US lawyer Brian Concannon, for eight years until the IJDH was founded in 2004, at which time the IJDH succeeded the Haitian government as the BAI’s main source of support. The ensuing BAI–IJDH partnership has had the well-resourced US-based IJDH group at its financial and seemingly operational centre. The interest groups have been assisted in Georges by the private US law firm Kurzban Kurzban Teitzeli and Pratt (‘KKTP’), located in Miami, Florida.

In 2011, just over a year after cholera spread through Haiti, the lawyers filed a petition with the UN on behalf of more than 5000 people killed or injured by the disease. Their first request was compensation. They claimed damages of a minimum of $100 000 per deceased person and a minimum of $50 000 per injured person, in addition to legal costs — in US currency, not the Haitian gourde. Secondly, they petitioned for improved water, sanitation and medical services. Thirdly, they sought a public apology.

Fifteen months later, in 2013, the then UN Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, Patricia O’Brien, responded to Concannon of the IJDH. She referred to advice provided to the UN by a panel of independent experts that the epidemic resulted from ‘a confluence of circumstances’. She also said the petition effectively called for ‘a review of political and policy matters’ and as such was
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‘not receivable’ under the CPIUN. Further, she characterised the matter as having a public law rather than private law nature and came to the conclusion that the UN could, therefore, be exempt from tortious liability. The lawyers then gave the UN Secretariat 60 days to agree to meet and engage in mediation and/or establish a standing claims commission, but O’Brien declined the invitation.

Having reached an impasse at the international level, the lawyers henceforth shifted their attention to the judiciary of the domestic jurisdiction in which the UN headquarters are located. They filed the claims with the US District Court for the Southern District of New York in late 2013 and thereby initiated the class action of Georges. The class in the lawsuit comprised ‘at least 679,000 individuals’, including representatives of more than 8300 deceased persons and people who had not died or become ill but could potentially die or become ill. The court heard the case around one year later, dismissing the claims in early 2015 for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. The US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit subsequently heard an appeal in early 2016 and by August of that year upheld the lower court’s decision. In one of the last chapters of the case to date, the legal team was granted an extension until January 2017 in which to seek certiorari in the US Supreme Court, but ultimately decided not to pursue the case further in the US jurisdiction. In February 2017, Ira Kurzban announced at an American Bar Association panel discussion that the legal team was considering whether to bring the case before a ‘European court’, despite an uncertain nexus to the jurisdiction.

18 Letter from Patricia O’Brien, UN Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, to Brian Concannon, Mario Joseph and Ira Kurzban, 21 February 2013, 2.
In the meantime, far from US courtrooms, the UN Secretariat had been working on a ‘new approach’ to the cholera epidemic that was announced one day before the Second Circuit handed down its decision and that was then discussed in a report tabled before the UN General Assembly.25 This report was supplemented with an apology in Haitian Creole issued in December 2016 by the outgoing UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon, who acknowledged the ‘blemish on the reputation of UN peacekeeping’ and lamented that the UN had not done enough to respond to the epidemic.26 He called for US$400 million in voluntary donations from member states and pledged to use, as a matter of priority, one part of these donations to continue the battle against cholera.27 He vowed to use the other part to support affected communities through ‘projects and initiatives’, possibly including compensation to individual families, while acknowledging that compensation is complicated by limits to funding and to the ability to identify who had died of cholera.28

It therefore appeared that, six years after the cholera outbreak, the UN would now be somewhat open to the idea of compensation. However, if provided, compensation would only be a secondary measure to the provision of services and infrastructure. In addition, it would only be delivered through an ad hoc scheme of the UN rather than through the established CPIUN and SOFA mechanisms or at the behest of external legal systems.29 Furthermore, the UN only conceived of a limited amount of compensation and could not guarantee this amount. The voluntary contribution scheme had generated a mere two per cent of the desired funds by the March 2017 deadline.30 This amount was quickly depleted through a small number of UN projects in Haiti.31 Subsequent to this dismal result, the permanent five states of the UN Security Council blocked the current UN Secretary-General, António Guterres, from redirecting to the cholera fund US$40.5 million that had been saved from the Haitian peacekeeping budget.
in the previous years. It has also been reported that the UN is ‘moving in the direction of saying’ it will provide compensation for communities and organisations in lieu of individuals, frustrating the legal team’s goal of winning individual compensation. Accordingly, Guterres has spoken of individual compensation as potentially engendering ‘negative incentives’, tension and violence and as ‘most unlikely to be supported’ diplomatically.

It is unsurprising, then, that the IJDH and BAI have acted unilaterally — courting US politicians and the US media, putting demands to the UN Secretariat, highlighting the cholera issue in the process for selecting the UN Secretary-General, lodging complaints with UN human rights bodies and suing the UN in the US court system. They have presumably undertaken these activities from the perspective that adversarial forms of lobbying and civil litigation conducted in the seat of a nation such as the US could make up for an unconvincing form of internationalism, with the UN having earned the reputation of exercising impunity rather than immunity.

The lawyers have also acted independently of the Haitian government. The Haitian government could have requested that the UN settle the third-party claims through a standing claims commission provided for in the agreement on the peacekeeping operation in Haiti. It has instead resisted an application (brought with the assistance of a Canadian non-governmental organisation (‘NGO’)) for an injunction compelling it to activate this commission. Moreover, it could have appealed to the General Assembly or Security Council to solicit an advisory opinion from the ICJ on the establishment of the standing claims commission, given that there is no precedent for this commission in the history of exercising immunity, just as UN bodies themselves could have taken initiative. In the
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absence of such initiatives, the lawyers attempted to forge their own path to compensation.

The lawyers embarked on this enterprise in the legal framework of the US. They went to US courts, appeared before US judges and requested that the matter be decided by a US jury. They sought to legitimise this approach by nominating, among the five plaintiffs in Georges, some plaintiffs of dual Haitian–American citizenship, notwithstanding the tenuous connection between the US and the Haitian class as a whole in Georges. Indeed, the epidemic had barely touched the US, with epidemiologists reporting that in the six months after the cholera outbreak in Haiti, at which time the lawyers were assembling their case, only 23 persons from the US contracted the Haitian strain of cholera and none had died.

While both the trial and appeal courts ultimately dismissed Georges, they were clearly open to entertaining the matter, as each granted hearings. This willingness of the US courts to hear the issues amazed some scholars of international law, such as Kristen Boon, who characterised the Second Circuit’s sudden decision to hear the appeal as a ‘surprise’. The judges displayed substantial knowledge of the relevant international law and, in accepting numerous amicus curiae briefs from interested organisations around the world whose submissions helped build the case, they added to the spectacle of US courts deciding the matter.

Notably, the courts permitted the US government to intervene. With the UN defendants failing to acknowledge or contest the proceedings, in their absolute unwillingness to waive immunity, the US Attorney’s Office stepped in and essentially acted in response to the claims, as is relatively standard practice. It argued at the initial hearing that it was logical for it to be involved in the case given that the US hosts the UN, whose headquarters are situated in New York City, and because the US is party to the CPIUN. Although the government presented a case in favour of UN immunity, its submissions facilitated the development of Georges into a well-formed case with a putatively legitimate presence in the US jurisdiction. At the same time, with the government having appointed itself as de facto respondent, Georges would now have a full complement of what could appear to be US parties playing the parts of the respective international parties — international judges, Haitian plaintiffs and UN respondents — as though the US parties were participants in a mock international trial.

44 Ibid 15–16.
A final and distinctly American feature of *Georges* is its use of the class action method of litigation, which has its modern roots in the US and remains a largely US phenomenon.\(^45\) This legal technique enabled the lawyers to demand vast amounts of money, including US$2.2 billion to eradicate cholera from Haiti.\(^46\) While the lawyers left open the amount of compensation payable to individuals, it has been estimated that, given the size of the class, the total compensation package in the event of a win ‘would be between US$15 billion and US$36.5 billion’, which is in the vicinity of the UN biennial budget.\(^47\) These figures are significantly larger than the US$400 million in assistance proposed by the former UN Secretary-General. They also amount to substantially more than the ‘small cash transfers’ that, as English field researchers observed, Haitians have expressed interest in to assist in returning to the *status quo ante*.\(^48\)

In summary, the IJDH, BAI and KKTP brought the issue of the Haitian epidemic into the context of US law as a means of compelling the UN to take responsibility for the actions of its personnel. These architects of *Georges* provided a blueprint for how US lawyers can bring US-style actions in US courts, before US judges, in relation to mass UN torts. They attempted to carve out a place for mass UN torts in the realm of US law even where the location and parties involved in the alleged tort were only remotely related to the US jurisdiction.

### III ON THE CREST OF A NEW WAVE

The case of *Georges* is almost unprecedented. There exists only one other example of national, Western-sponsored, mass tort litigation against the UN: the *Mothers of Srebrenica* case, considered by Dutch courts from 2008 to 2012.\(^49\) This case consists of a class action against the Netherlands and the UN brought by some individuals from the town of Srebrenica in Bosnia and Herzegovina and a Dutch ‘Mothers of Srebrenica’ association representing 6000 people. The plaintiffs alleged that in 1995 a Dutch battalion of UN peacekeepers breached its duty of care and acted negligently when it failed to safeguard an enclave overrun by Bosnian Serb forces which then killed some 8000 people in an act of genocide.

Familiarly, it would appear that there was some degree to which Dutch elements of the litigation were contrived or enhanced through legal devices in order to enable the case to be heard in the Netherlands. As with the strategy in
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Georges of using some Haitian–American plaintiffs, the class was furnished with a greater connection to the country of the lawsuit, with the Mothers of Srebrenica association registered not in Srebrenica, but in Amsterdam, even though it represented survivors of the Srebrenica massacre.

In some ways, however, the Dutch litigation demonstrated a more genuine connection between the alleged tort and the selected forum than did the US litigation of Georges. In particular, the Dutch litigation was filed in the state of the nationality of the peacekeepers — namely, the Netherlands. Also, the plaintiffs listed the Netherlands as the first defendant and the UN only secondly and omitted the UN in a second round of litigation. Furthermore, the plaintiffs claimed damages only from the Netherlands and not from the UN, which was, as in Georges, found to be immune from suit. Such a strategy, which was ultimately successful in winning a small amount of damages from the Dutch government due to the recognition that a short window of Dutch command contributed to over three hundred deaths, would be akin to Georges being filed in Nepal against the Nepalese government for failing to screen its peacekeepers. Similarly, in relation to the ‘sex-for-food’ scandal that erupted in Haiti in 2007, involving more than one hundred UN peacekeepers from Sri Lanka, the Sri Lankan government itself provided an ex gratia payment to a Haitian woman and to a child born as a consequence of the woman’s ‘sexual exploitation’.

The Dutch litigation also conformed to UN policy on third-party compensation more than the US litigation did. The General Assembly stipulated in 1998 that compensation paid by the UN should be determined in accordance with ‘local compensation standards’, awarded for economic loss only and capped at US$50 000 per claimant for illness, injury or death. Each of the members of the class in the Dutch litigation accordingly sought only €25 000 in damages, totalling €150 million. In contrast, in seemingly aiming at an uppermost amount of compensation, the lawyers in the US litigation gave the US courts freedom to apply lofty US standards of compensation. Yet, if guided by the General Assembly policy, the citizens of Haiti should have expected to receive even less compensation than the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, given Haiti’s lower economic status.

The Mothers of Srebrenica also took their case to the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECHR’). They argued, unsuccessfully, that by declaring the
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UN immune from suit, the Dutch courts violated their human right to access a court or tribunal. In disagreeing, the Strasbourg court reversed its suggestion in the Waite and Kennedy and Beer and Regan twin judgments (concerning a European organisation) that the failure to provide this right weakens immunity. Although the European legal action was technically an extension of the Dutch litigation, the strategy of applying to the ECHR moved the consideration of UN immunity beyond the national sphere. It meant that the court of a large regional organisation — the Council of Europe — could examine this vital issue, even though it would be bound to do so from a strictly human rights perspective, without contemplation of other concepts of justice and public policy. This point aside, the regional approach might seem more equitable than leaving the matter to the courts of one state, such as the Netherlands or the US. Except, the ECHR is not representative of the entire international community. So, with the development of European legal doctrine on the issue of UN immunity, we encounter similar problems that arise in relation to national case law.

Another significant case involving mass UN torts is the Kosovo Lead Poisoning case. While this case has not entered a national jurisdiction, it is notable for the fact that, like Georges and the initial Mothers of Srebrenica litigation, it is a Western-sponsored class action against the UN that was brought before a Western court by an underprivileged class, with 184 Romani applicants filing in the ECHR in 2006. The case arose in response to the lead poisoning of displaced Romani families housed on highly contaminated land by a UN peacekeeping mission acting as the interim administration in Kosovo. The court dismissed the case the day after it was filed, stating that the UN mission was not a party to the European Convention on Human Rights. A US lawyer from the European Roma Rights Centre, Dianne Post, was not prepared to concede, taking the case for compensation directly to the UN. Although the UN Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs deemed the case ‘not receivable’, a UN Human Rights Advisory Panel provided a glimmer of hope by proclaiming in 2016, eight years after receiving the complaint, that the UN was responsible for harm suffered and should, therefore, provide the victims with compensation. However, as the panel is entrusted merely with token powers, the decision was not binding. Moreover, its decisions are based on a human rights framework that is not currently recognised in the UN third-party
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claims process, meaning that the Romani families and their search for justice had advanced little beyond square one. More recently in 2017, António Guterres acted on the matter in line with the former UN Secretary-General’s response to the cholera crisis. He expressed ‘profound regret’, which fell short of a full apology, and set up a trust fund for voluntary contributions totalling US$5 million, without a view to providing individual compensation.

A different UN in different times could have rendered a more sympathetic response to the Haitian, Srebrenica and Romani victims. In the mid-1960s, the then UN Secretary-General, U Thant, entered into ‘global settlement agreements’ with a number of states and the International Committee of the Red Cross (‘Red Cross’), having breached its obligations to them during a UN operation in the Congo. Perhaps this was a more progressive UN, driven by what Thant described as ‘considerations of equity and humanity’ towards victims, ‘which the UN cannot ignore’. Or perhaps the claimants exercised more clout, being primarily First World states. Now, beholden to organisations such as the UN and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization for the existence of their precarious democracies, states (and nascent states) such as Haiti, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo are reluctant to challenge these organisations on their role in contributing to the losses.

Therefore, the victims have accepted the offerings of Western lawyers. These offerings have been particularly momentous in Georges, an enterprise unmatched in the extent travelled to secure compensation from the UN. Georges unfolded on the distant shores of New York where there is no shortage of legal resources, and where, given the culture of legal expansionism, litigiousness and charity, it would seem that anything is possible.

IV A FOUNDATION IN US LEGAL CULTURE

A Expansionism

With an eye for new legal opportunities, the American judicial system began to consider matters quite detached from the US long before Georges. As Hermann states, the US has had a culture, ‘[r]ight from the beginning’, of a ‘lack of governmental activity that left so many things to be decided by the courts’. These ‘things’ would appear to include certain questions on the immunity of international organisations. Charles Brower observes that ‘US courts stand at the
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vanguard of efforts to decide whether international organizations should relinquish their immunity for claims arising from commercial activities76 and that, in contrast with European domestic courts, US courts tend to be preoccupied with ‘distinctly US legal norms’ and elude foreign sources of law in deciding matters of international immunity.77 These ‘things’ would also appear to include torts with a decidedly foreign element, lending US law somewhat of an expansionist character.

For example, dating back to 1789, the Alien Tort Claims Act, also referred to as the Alien Tort Statute (‘ATS’), allows foreigners to sue in the US court system for a tort that violates international law or a US treaty,78 which some commentators say cement the role of the US ‘as a moral leader in the international community’79 and key contributor to the ‘global accountability movement’.80 Under this Act, courts in the US can cast their legal opinion on acts committed in a foreign jurisdiction by foreigners against foreigners, in cases that are referred to as ‘foreign many times over’, ‘foreign cubed’ and ‘foreign squared’.81 They have taken up this challenge with alacrity since the landmark 1980 Filártiga v Peña-Irala case,82 which has led to the establishment of a ‘multi-billion dollar [alien tort] litigation industry’.83 This keen engagement with external affairs by the US legislature and courts, which the Second Circuit has noted is ‘apparently unknown to any other legal system in the world’,84 is commonly looked upon as a legal marvel by lawyers from other legal systems.

It must be pointed out, however, that the US Supreme Court has contracted this extraterritorial jurisdiction in the last decade, with cases such as Morrison v National Australia Bank Ltd and Kiobel v Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.85 Although, evidently, the purpose of this contraction has not been to limit extraterritoriality per se, but to protect commercial and political interests that
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were being compromised with the increasing application of the Act against corporations and government officials. Beth Stephens states that judicial attitudes ‘changed dramatically when the ATS threatened to generate enforceable judgments against defendants with significant economic and political power … as if the very future of global capitalism and diplomatic relations were at risk’. Multinational companies in particular are now seen as ‘[t]he winners of this recalibrated transnational legal system’.

Given this reformed legal landscape, one may get a sense that Europe could continue to emerge as an alternative venue for high-profile UN immunity cases, with its own drawcards as a major global player and a centre of activity for human rights law. Yet we have witnessed legal sentiment ebb and flow with regard to alien tort litigation, and in any case, the US history of legal expansionism extends beyond this legal framework.

For example, US courts dealing with general matters of private international law have been known for their narrow interpretation of the doctrine of forum non conveniens and thus enthusiastic reception of disputes of a foreign nature, at least where the plaintiff is American. In 2003, John Willems noted an increasing reluctance of US courts to apply this doctrine and a consequential concern expressed by commentators that these courts are assuming the function of ‘world courts’. More recently, Pamela Bookman has, however, observed their greater responsiveness to ‘avoidance doctrines’, but has also commented on their relative permissiveness in enforcing foreign judgments. Pertinently, she relates the history of US courts favouring US laws even for torts occurring overseas. This favouritism discounts the conflict of laws principle lex loci delicti commissi that would, as suggested by Frédéric Mégret, have rendered Haitian courts a logical venue for the cholera litigation. Although the US location was not necessarily a legally invalid choice, Haiti could be considered to have a stronger connection.

In another sign of legal expansionism, US law has increasingly enabled US nationals to bring civil claims against foreign states for international terrorist acts. For example, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act has had a terrorism exception since 1996, which permits suit against designated state sponsors of terrorism and accords courts ‘an unusual degree of discretion over evidentiary

76 Bookman, above n 75, 1130.
79 Bookman, above n 75, 1083–5, 1093–6.
80 Ibid 1090.
In 2018, the parents and estate of Otto Warmbier who mysteriously became fatally ill in custody in North Korea were, pursuant to this exception, awarded over US$500 million in damages, despite no eyewitness testimony or autopsy to establish the cause of death. The Justice against Sponsors of Terrorism Act, enacted in 2016, represents the latest iteration of this legislative trend, in expanding the jurisdiction for anti-terrorism lawsuits. Stephen Schnably argues that such ‘nationalistic’ laws are ‘little more than another foreign policy instrument’ that is ‘deployed selectively against foreign states’. He continues: ‘[t]he weaponization of judicial redress for severe human rights violations disrespects the victims whose interests it claims to vindicate and undercuts the integrity of the judicial process’. These laws, together with, in some cases, personal support from the White House, have encouraged people to sue countries with which the US has strained bilateral relations, including Cuba and Iran. Once final judgments are secured, up to US$20 million for individuals and US$35 million for families can be drawn from the US Victims of State Sponsored Terrorism Fund.

In a similar vein, the US jurisdiction has a Foreign Claims Settlement Commission — a quasi-judicial body in which US nationals who have suffered from perceived injustices overseas at the hands of foreign governments, such as property expropriation, can seek compensation. Since its inception in the 1950s, the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission has awarded billions of dollars, payable by foreign states, adding to the perception of a US legal system that is expansionist — in applying local legal values to foreign situations — rather than inclined towards international comity.

83 Owens v Republic of Sudan, F 3d 751 (DC Cir, 2017) 785.
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90 See Burnett v Islamic Republic of Iran (In re Terrorist Attacks on September 11, 2001), SD NY LEXIS 128430 (SD NY, 2018); ‘US Judge: Iran Must Pay $6bn to Victims of 9/11 Attacks’, Al Jazeera (online), 2 May 2018 archived at https://perma.cc/HEF5-FUV8; Schnably, above n 70, 344.
Just before this time, the US was still applying its criminal laws extraterritorially under 19th century agreements with various Asian, African and Middle Eastern states.\(^\text{94}\) It did this through its own ‘extraterritorial courts’ and through ‘mixed courts’ established in foreign lands in tandem with the major colonial powers.\(^\text{95}\) The idea was to provide US nationals with a right to access a more civilised system of law involving more advanced concepts of justice, though this ‘civilised’ system was not without faults, including Western corruption that compromised the courts.\(^\text{96}\)

With such a rich history of drawing foreign matters within the competence of US judicial and quasi-judicial bodies, whether in the US or overseas, it is perhaps to be expected that US courts would be willing to hear the claims of the Haitian victims in Georges. That said, the courts did not reach the stage of examining the merits of the case — that is, the plaintiffs’ private law claims for compensation — having found quite decisively that the defendants enjoyed immunity from suit and legal process pursuant to the CPIUN and the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. The Second Circuit did, however, appear to leave a window open for a merits hearing, in suggesting that if it could be shown that ‘the offended sovereign’, Haiti, did ‘protest or object’ to any failure by the UN to provide a means of settling the dispute, the plaintiffs might have a more stable platform on which to mount a case against immunity.\(^\text{97}\)

The Second Circuit decision was also characteristic of legal expansionism in its political overtones. The court gave ample hearing to the political wing of the US government — the executive branch that interceded in the case — and its arguments regarding the CPIUN. It noted twice in its judgment that the executive branch’s legal opinion is ‘entitled to great weight’.\(^\text{98}\) Certainly, it is the executive branch that enters into a treaty. It does so with a particular knowledge of the subject of the treaty and the history and reasoning behind it and with a particular vision for how the treaty should operate in domestic law. Moreover, while the UN historically filed amicus curiae briefs in defending against national suits, it has more recently expected the relevant state party to the CPIUN to do so.\(^\text{99}\) Yet, while the US government’s involvement in the case may be pertinent to the public law aspect of the case, the government would appear to have broader interests in relation to the private law aspect that could give rise to a conflict of interest.

First, the US government has a vested interest in maintaining the UN intervention in Haiti, given that this intervention is the legacy of its own ‘Operation Uphold Democracy’ intervention in Haiti of 1994–95. The UN intervention is said to amount to the execution of US foreign policy ‘at a
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discount’ to the US. A finding that the UN was liable for the epidemic could disturb the UN intervention and, therefore, the US involvement in Haiti that carries with it a long history. This history includes an economic embargo on Haiti in the 1800s, the occupation of Haiti in the early and late 1900s, the sponsorship of a Haitian dictatorship and coups d’état, a continued military presence in Haiti following the UN intervention and, in conjunction with the UN, the development of structural adjustment programs for Haiti in recent decades. The cholera epidemic has already increased the Haitian community’s sense of distrust of the UN peacekeeping force, and any finding against the UN, as well as any failure by the UN to heed such finding, could deepen this sentiment and thus upset US objectives.

Indeed, two leading experts on the situation in Haiti — UN Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights, Philip Alston, who helped galvanise the UN into action on its ‘new approach’ to the epidemic, and Jonathan Katz, an investigative journalist stationed in Haiti when the outbreak occurred — take the view that the ‘refusal’ of the UN ‘to accept legal responsibility is covered with US fingerprints’. Alston reported to the General Assembly’s Third Committee that the UN disavowal of responsibility has been ‘consistent’ with the ‘strongly pressed’ US position of denial in relation to its role in Haiti. Furthermore, in his exposé on the response to the cholera outbreak, Katz revealed how US officials immediately went into ‘damage control’ when cholera struck Haiti, with ‘multiple government departments
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clos[ing] ranks to defend the UN'. According to Katz, the US intended to protect the UN peacekeeping force so that this force could oversee Haitian elections that the US had been funding.

Secondly, the US has a particular interest in the financial affairs of the UN. If the UN were to execute an award of compensation, the US government might effectively have to fund much of this award, having the steepest financial obligations to the UN and its Haitian peacekeeping force of any state. This situation may not suit the US, which is currently one of the most reluctant contributors to the regular and peacekeeping budgets of the UN, having accrued significant debt to the organisation.

Thirdly, the incumbent US administration has expressed in no uncertain terms a prejudice against people of Haitian ethnicity, which could possibly be reflective of broader attitudes in US government at the time of Georges. In a White House meeting in January 2018, President Trump controversially opposed the immigration of people from Haiti and some African nations, referring to these parts of the world as 'shithole[s]', much to the consternation of many global leaders. This outlook does not appear to be conducive to the provision of financial assistance to Haitians in the form of compensation.

So, while the US government intervened in Georges ostensibly to help decipher the question of UN immunity as a matter of state responsibility, it seemed to have political and economic interests beyond this question that would have, we may infer, given it a preference for a particular legal outcome and thus rendered it conflicted. Moreover, although a conflict of interest would apply most directly to the executive arm of government intervening in the case, it might additionally extend to the judiciary that provided a forum for the case, to the extent that the judiciary represents an arm of the same government and that arms of government in liberal democracies are relatively, not absolutely, independent.

Notwithstanding the formal legal doctrine of separation of powers, the two arms of government could, in practical terms, be said to have assisted one another. The executive government’s apparent interest in influencing international and foreign affairs, which informed its contribution to the case, complemented the interest of the US judiciary in influencing legal affairs outside the US. As an alternative approach, the US government could have encouraged a resolution of the issue of immunity through diplomatic channels at an
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international level, where the international community could provide guidance on this matter that goes to the heart of the Charter of the United Nations and forms the subject of one of the UN’s first treaties. It could also have suggested that the sovereign nation of Haiti take up the issue of compensation with the UN. It instead went along with a US judicial intervention in pursuing its greater interests, but also in keeping with the expansionism of the US legal system that would seem to be one aspect of US legal culture underpinning Georges.

B Litigiousness

Another aspect of US legal culture informing the case appears to be the culture of litigation in US society. It has been said: ‘[t]here is a widespread tendency in the western world towards the juridification of all kinds of social issues, as if law were the only means available, or desirable, for their solution’.113 Having come to occupy the centre of the Western world, citizens of the US have earned the reputation, from the time of Alexis de Tocqueville, for being ‘the most litigious race on earth’, given ‘the number and prosperity of their lawyers’ and ‘the proliferation of courts which they keep busy’.114 Foreigners have been keen to capitalise on this tendency, as Lord Denning famously wrote: ‘[a]s a moth is drawn to the light, so is a litigant drawn to the United States. If he can only get his case into their courts, he stands to win a fortune. At no cost to himself; and at no risk of having to pay anything to the other side’.115 In this way, the litigant embraces the local mindset. Supposedly, in the US more than any other place in the world, there is a sense that justice can best be exacted in monetary terms and that suing one’s opponent is a fundamental means of solving problems.

The class action method of litigation represents this concept writ large. It enables swathes of people, from groups to entire sections of populations, to seek redress through the judicial system. Where the defendant is a state, international organisation or large private entity, the class can be in a position to demand vast amounts of money. One striking example, albeit from the other side of the Atlantic Ocean where class actions also have a significant history, is a case struck out by the UK High Court in 2015 in which US$4 trillion was sought from the UK government. The class in this case, which potentially numbered in the millions of people, consisted of descendants of Indian labourers who were transported to Malaysia over a century ago by the British Empire, in effect ‘tied to their workplace’ and exploited in the interests of British trade.116
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Of course, there may be an important degree to which such large class actions are initiated to elevate a given issue’s profile in the Western world and to cultivate a popular movement around the issue. They may be undertaken to incite a political response, such as the UN’s apology to Haitians and its financial pledge of 2016. They can also send an animated message of disapproval of former colonial regimes. The UK case and the case of Georges have been driven by NGOs with a broader social agenda and not necessarily a meritorious legal case. Indeed, not expecting a victory from his legal team’s efforts, Kurzban described Georges, albeit in hindsight, as ‘almost an impossible case’.117

However, it is notable that in the UK action, which was commenced by a coalition of thirty NGOs, a US$4 trillion award could have amounted to US$2 million per capita,118 even though the class had not directly experienced loss. The sheer magnitude of this award represents a significant financial benefit in addition to any symbolic political victory. Perhaps this award could be warranted from a government that has never formally recognised the error of its colonialist ways. Or maybe, with its distinctly Western flavour and scale, the litigation might be seen to weaken the political principles advanced in the legal campaign. It could raise the question of motive.

Likewise, the astronomical US-style damages pursued in Georges could serve to undermine the credibility of the case. To proceed from a cordial attempt at engaging in discussions with the UN, to suing the organisation beyond its means, in the form of a major class action, suggests a litigious reaction of US proportions. An approach less defined by its financial demands and more driven by its quality of argumentation might have placed the NGOs in a better position to both negotiate with the UN and draw support from the wider international community.

A similar style of class action to the UK case, Rukoro v Federal Republic of Germany, is currently underway in New York. It concerns the genocide of tens of thousands of people from two Namibian tribes by German colonialists from 1904 to 1908. The plaintiffs include both US and non-US citizens and a New York NGO.119 The plaintiffs have spoken of seeking trillions of dollars in reparations, which could again make millionaires of each class member.120 They consider reparations for the two tribes that specifically resisted German occupation preferable to development aid for the whole of Namibia,121 arguing that the German government should not only apply the Western model of
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reparations and human rights to Jews, but also to those with black skin. They have spoken of using the reparations to buy back ancestral lands from white people who currently own nearly 60 per cent of private Namibian land while making up only six per cent of the total population — though it is unclear whether the intention is to place the acquired land under communal or individual ownership, which would influence the extent to which the claim bears Western characteristics. It is known, at least, that the lead plaintiff, Vekuii Rukoro, who is a leading businessman in Namibia, has stated that the reparations format should be consistent with the context of the new economic conditions and that Namibians from other tribes may benefit indirectly.

Nevertheless, it is questionable whether responding to the issues through a legal medium can, in fact, detract from the broader significance of the injustice. In tort cases, the legal system constructs a narrative of injustice around the elements of duty, breach and causation, generally limiting its purview to immediate causation and single exchanges between parties. Where a problem of international political proportions arises, a legal construction will not always capture pertinent themes that may have less direct but not necessarily less essential bearing on the matter. Examples of these themes include the British Imperial system which sanctioned the indentured labour of colonised peoples, the competition for colonies that was often pursued at all costs, particularly by Germany which endeavoured to gain ground after entering the race relatively late in the piece, and the potentially unwarranted US/UN intervention in Haiti under which the cholera epidemic occurred. In the Haitian case, there was no legal advantage in demonstrating linkage between the malfeasance and the intervention, so the latter issue that might have been relevant to a global assessment of the matter was inevitably minimised. At the same time, the US system received kudos for enabling the litigation, despite the fact that the wrongs may not have been committed but for its intervention.

While legal and political approaches can clearly serve the same end, there might also be instances where they lead to quite contrary outcomes, as Natalie Davidson has observed of US alien tort litigation. She suggests that on the legal front this litigation has achieved lucrative victories for plaintiffs who have suffered at the hands of former foreign dictators and their functionaries, but that on the political front it has been regressive in effectively absolving the US government of joint culpability in overseas atrocities. The courts have only recognised foreign policy issues of states other than the US so as to maintain a separation of powers, even though the powers may not appear so separate
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where judicial outcomes ineluctably work in the executive’s favour. Alien tort litigation, Davidson says, has therefore narrowed and ‘individualized’ the source of the wrong, ‘creating a trade-off between individual accountability and narratives about US hegemony’. She states that although there may potentially be appropriate legal strategies to ‘uncovering deep foundations’ of political injustices, ‘we should not expect’ US legal mechanisms to produce ‘critical histories of the USA’ when they only consider a selective policy context of the matters at hand — a limitation that would render an examination of US policy in Georges ultra vires.

In contrast, Stephens et al state that alien tort litigation brings to the foreground human rights issues that the executive would prefer to conceal, including those that concern the US. Schnably similarly maintains that, consistent with the democratic interest, this litigation can shed light on the US dimensions of foreign human rights violations which he thus considers not so ‘foreign cubed’ after all. Davidson, however, explains that the form and content of the litigation itself, as opposed to any historical excavation that commentators may conduct around it, can deflect from this light and work against correcting the historical record.

Whereas Stephens et al suggest that the objectives of the litigation, which relate to a legal tradition in the US around human rights and the public interest, far surpass the relief sought, Davidson observes a flagrant opportunism of plaintiffs in alien tort actions. She writes that ‘even the most principled victims within the class were willing to sacrifice the details of the historical narrative, including the part played by the USA’. Demonstrating a tendency towards litigiousness, their desire to seek justice in a US legal system that is jurisdictionally flexible seemed to have been more pronounced than their wish to establish a correct record for the world at large to acknowledge and their interest in holding all relevant parties to account. Ironically, however, even in the event of legal victory, their litigiousness would not necessarily reap financial benefit, given impediments to the enforcement of judgments where assets have been scattered across the globe.

The same opportunism may be observed of lawyers involved in transnational class actions, with the cholera case being no exception. With potentially high dividends for lawyers, as legal fees for class actions are usually a percentage of the win, Georges appears to have been a siren call. Not long after Georges was filed, the UN became the subject of two further, hitherto unsuccessful class actions — LaVenture v United Nations (‘LaVenture’) and Jean-Robert v United Nations (‘Jean-Robert’) — brought by private US law firms representing Haitian
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victims of cholera. Therefore, it has not simply been NGOs, or what is commonly referred to as civil society, that have attempted to hold the UN to account. Rather, lawyers from the private sector of the US have also waded into the matter.

Although these new actions borrowed claimants and pleadings from Georges to form their case, they also presented new claimants and pleadings. So while the Managing Attorney of the BAI, Mario Joseph, gallantly announced that he would keep ‘walking until I find the last victims of cholera’, it seems the new lawyers also commenced this walk. They went to great lengths even to serve the court papers on UN officials, despite US law shielding the UN and its office-bearers from service of process. A lawyer for the plaintiffs in LaVenture declared that his process server placed the papers into the very hands of Ban Ki-moon, in contrast to the process server for the IJDH who had only affixed them to the former Secretary-General’s door. A UN spokesperson disagreed, saying that Ban Ki-moon witnessed the attempted service, but the papers never touched his hands. In any case, as one commentator noted, the event amounted to ‘[a] theater of the absurd’. It demonstrated the logistical difficulty of fitting UN problems into the mould of US litigation.

Notably, Georges has played out against the backdrop of a recent surge in challenges in the US to the immunity of the UN and its officials. These cases include not only LaVenture and Jean-Robert, but also Brzak v United Nations and Koumoin v Ban Ki-moon involving UN workers with employment grievances. In addition, the US Supreme Court was scheduled to hear a case in late 2018 on whether the World Bank is entitled to immunity. If the UN were to be divested of jurisdiction over the resolution of UN torts, then US courts, it may have seemed, would be the place to assume the responsibility of hearing these cases. It would be here, in the nation’s bustling private legal arena, that lawyers would defy the UN ‘decision to treat’ its handling of the cholera issue
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'as an expression of “solidarity” rather than as remedies for a legal wrong',\textsuperscript{145} and seek a more typically American mode of resolution.

\section{Charity}

Whether or not the parallel class action suits of \textit{LaVenture} and \textit{Jean-Robert} have been undertaken with charitable intentions, it is significant that the masterminds of \textit{Georges} are NGOs with a considerable history of charitable work in Haiti. Therefore, it would appear that yet another factor in the case of \textit{Georges} is the culture of charity.

In basic terms, charity is a function of wealth. It is an opportunity to share wealth, if not also a means of settling the conscience of the owners of wealth where they engage in the redistribution of it. Oscar Wilde commented that these owners ‘use private property in order to alleviate the horrible evils that result from the institution of private property’.\textsuperscript{146} It is natural that in the world’s most affluent society, the US, charitable institutions have thrived and become an integral part of the society. Many wealthy US entrepreneurs have established philanthropic foundations, some of which have become as familiar as the businesses behind them.\textsuperscript{147} The middle-class has followed suit with its culture of fundraising and of appealing to the generosity of ‘ordinary’ people to support those in need. Donations are made as an alternative to the governmental redistribution of wealth, with private rather than public charitability flourishing in US culture.

The ideology of charity has entered many spheres of life, including the legal sphere where the performance of pro bono legal work is an expectation of the legal profession. Moreover, legal charity is commonly exported in response to the global problem of economic and social underdevelopment. Indeed, the attorneys behind \textit{Georges} can be added to the growing list of US lawyers involved in assisting people in developing countries. As with the battle of the last quarter of a century of US lawyers against the energy corporations Texaco and Chevron for devastation done to the environment in Ecuador,\textsuperscript{148} the IIDH and BAI have worked relentlessly to find legal remedies to multiple injustices in Haiti, not just the importation of cholera.

The charitable organisations act on the basis that government cannot be depended upon to meet the needs of the people. In the case of the Haitian government, there has been evidence of ministerial corruption, capitulation to the will of US governments and an increasing acclimatisation to global business structures that have led it to implement the neoliberal structural adjustment policies of the international financial institutions.\textsuperscript{149} The present author is unaware of any efforts made by the Haitian government to question the UN on these economic policies that have accompanied a steady decrease in real wages\textsuperscript{145}
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over decades, let alone enter into discussions with the organisation on a compensation plan for its role in introducing cholera into the beleaguered nation. Even if the government negotiated with the UN a sum of money to distribute among victims and their families, for which there is precedent, civil society might question whether the government could undertake the compensation process faithfully. Without confidence in the government, the IJDH and BAI have bypassed it, forging a new area of private law in which they can address a major national crisis and predicament of international law without government involvement.

Their interest in accountability is part of a wider conceptual framework. In general, charitable organisations that provide assistance in the developing world, whether through aid or legal services, might be guided by any one of an array of principles. These principles range from impartiality and neutrality — as with the Red Cross — to Christianity, workers’ solidarity, Western democracy and human rights. As its name suggests, the IJDH concerns the latter two. The group has set out to bring these legal principles to Haitian society in an attempt to lend stability to a country that has, since gaining independence two centuries ago, been subjected to gunboat diplomacy by European powers, heavy-handed control by the US, a great many coups and twenty-three new constitutions, including one imposed by the US to accommodate its economic interests.

The lawyers in Georges presented a fundamental human rights argument in their submissions to the US courts, influenced by jurisprudence of the ECHR. Their charitable interest in human rights complemented an emerging human rights discourse on immunity. The lawyers contended that ‘the US citizen Plaintiffs’ had ‘constitutional rights to access the federal courts’ with their claims for compensation, and that ‘this right is necessary for the protection of all of the other rights’. Presumably, they did so out of genuine commitment to human rights principles, but also as a legal strategy, given that some domestic judges sitting on immunity cases have in the past given consideration to this right, in addition to the right to a fair trial, especially where the defendant is an
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international organisation other than the UN. The lawyers had hoped to succeed with this argument in relation to UN defendants.

The argument was used in an attempt to breach the barrier of UN immunity. But it was also a means of lending validity to the idea of a US court adjudicating the case. This is because human rights doctrine, being generalist in nature, does not provide guidance on which court should hear a matter; it simply necessitates a forum. If no international court or tribunal were made available, the consequence of a successful human rights challenge, given this omission, would be to have the case heard in the court where the matter was brought — in this case, in the US. Human rights law is not designed to give consideration to the appropriateness of the forum, other than, say, requiring that the forum dispense justice in a manner that is not arbitrary. While proponents of a traditional international law approach might view a national legal challenge to UN immunity as destabilising the international legal regime, proponents of a purely human rights approach, who like to imagine an ‘alternative human rights universe’, do not tend to be cognisant of such matters of international relations and politics. Instead, they are focused on maximising the rights of specific individuals in specific cases and on the duty of all states to afford these rights, even where this duty necessitates an extraterritorial application of law.

In this way, human rights-minded courts and advocates would not necessarily have come to question the fact that the litigation had a US location. On the contrary, it is likely they would see benefit in a US legal system that has well-established concepts of human rights. The justice and democracy institute leading the US litigation might especially take this view, given that its work is, generally speaking, directed at bringing the Western rule of law to Haiti. Thus, as with the expansionist and litigious tendencies in US legal culture, the charitable tendency underpinning Georges reflects such an entrenched faith in Western legal institutions that it may entail tacit acceptance of the US judicial system hearing a case whose features are largely unrelated to the US, if not a view of the US as a ‘saviour’.

V BETWEEN ASSISTANCE AND INTERVENTION

So, what is to be made of the US legal system’s tendency to bring matters its way and address them using its own legal apparatus? Could not necessity, the mother of invention, justify this US foray into international and foreign affairs, and might not such action be vindicated on the basis that it could have ultimately benefitted the Haitian people and other victims of UN torts? The US is well regarded as a country that gets things done legally. And, as the proverb goes, one
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should not look a gift horse in the mouth. If US law has been known to help downtrodden parts of society win legal victories driven by pioneering lawyers working against great odds, then perhaps instigating proceedings in the US was a judicious course of action. It might have helped the Haitian victims attain a sizeable award that could not have otherwise been contemplated in Haiti. Of course, while lawyers can retain a large proportion of awards in class action suits — a practice identified as a significant barrier to justice — there is more obvious benefit for the class where a charitable organisation is at the helm of the class action.

Furthermore, if the form of US-centred dispute resolution used in Georges was successful, it could have become the most pragmatic and expeditious route for victims of UN torts to secure compensation from the UN, in comparison not only to litigation in other nations and regions of the world, but also to litigation using the legal machinery of the UN itself. The UN currently exercises restraint in providing compensation to groups and populations who have haplessly suffered injury under its watch. Even its apology to the victims of cholera is commonly regarded as a ‘half-apology’. A decisive US response could have set a new tone for UN responses to mass torts.

However, despite presenting opportunities, it would appear that US law could also take opportunities away. By their very nature as domestic courts, US courts may be limited in dealing with issues with pronounced international dimensions. With their local judges, lawyers and rules, they can be expected to bring their own legal values, culture and history, rather than international values or the values of the relevant foreign legal system. Moreover, if the US courts did pierce UN immunity, they might order remedies and means of enforcing remedies that would be unsuited to the international stage. One can frivolously imagine debt collectors garnisheeing the income of the UN and seizing chattels from its Manhattan complex should it fail to recognise a compensation order against it.

Alternatively, international decision-making bodies could potentially bring a more global perspective to the matter. They could determine compensation with reference to the capacity of the UN to provide it. They could coordinate medical and logistical responses to the Haitian cholera crisis with responses to other public health crises in Haiti, including the lymphatic filariasis pandemic in which approximately one quarter of the Haitian population is infected with parasites affecting the lymphatic system, as well as responses to public health crises across the world. For, even though the international community has not directly caused all of the world’s pandemics, it may still bear as much moral responsibility to remedy them as it has legal responsibility to eradicate cholera from Haiti. The UN could also look at improving the standard of UN peacekeeping operations, given that these operations have increasingly become
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embroiled in scandal. It might question the need for a UN peacekeeping presence in Haiti at all, rather than simply renaming the operation and reducing its presence.\footnote{165}{See \textit{Security Council Resolution 2410}, UN SCOR, 8226th mtg, UN Doc S/RES/2410 (10 April 2018).}

Furthermore, a forward-thinking international community may wish to address the critical state of underdevelopment in Haiti that, as the abovementioned panel of independent experts acknowledged, was a contributing factor in the outbreak.\footnote{166}{\textit{Expert Report on Cholera Outbreak in Haiti}, above \textit{n 17}, 4, 29.} In today’s day and age, only Third World conditions can enable the spread of cholera. Yemen provides a case in point, having recently eclipsed Haiti in the number of cholera infections, which have been contracted under circumstances of war, poverty, malnutrition and water shortage. \textit{The Lancet} reported in May 2018 that ‘[t]he disease continues to plague Yemen today in what has become the largest documented cholera epidemic of modern times’.\footnote{167}{Anton Camacho et al, ‘Cholera Epidemic in Yemen, 2016–18: An Analysis of Surveillance Data’ (2018) 6 \textit{The Lancet Global Health} 680, 680.} The international community might therefore like to assess whether the UN Sustainable Development Goals and other initiatives on development, or even on international conflict, are in need of reconceptualisation. It might also clarify the role of the UN Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights who has, ironically, helped in shifting the debate on Haiti from poverty to torts, thereby minimising poverty as a cause, as though it were merely an egg-shell skull issue.

While the UN handling of the situation in Haiti may be deserving of critique, it could be premature to conclude that a US legal response can be an appropriate replacement, or ‘plan B’, as though international and national legal systems are interchangeable. International law operates on a different conceptual plane to the legal traditions of national legal systems. As stated in the \textit{Reparations} case, the UN is not simply a ‘super-State’.\footnote{168}{\textit{Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations (Advisory Opinion)} [1949] ICJ Rep 174, 179.} Jan Wouters and Pierre Schmitt similarly remark that, in deciding whether UN immunity might be dismantled in a particular case, ‘one should not compare internal mechanisms established by international organizations to national jurisdictions to assess the notion of fair trial, but rather to international administrative tribunals’.\footnote{169}{Wouters and Schmitt, above \textit{n 4}, 110.}

Yet the NGOs behind \textit{Georges} were unconvinced. Given the legal opportunity that the US jurisdiction presented and the lawyers’ professional responsibility to pursue all possible options, they persevered with the litigation through various US courts, despite the complexities of transplanting to the US a matter involving multifarious layers of UN and Haitian laws and politics.

The NGOs were aware that they were not pursuing justice on neutral territory. The US is a key player and ‘vital force in regime changes in Haiti’.\footnote{170}{Pamphile, above \textit{n 101}, xvii.} It has asserted power through its military forces, as well as through the UN peacekeeping mission since achieving heightened influence over the UN at the end of the Cold War. Joseph of the BAI has accordingly said of the cholera case: ‘[w]e are facing off with the United Nations. The UN is the USA, France,
Canada, the big imperialists’.  These states, in addition to pre-Bolivarian Venezuela, have traditionally referred to themselves as the ‘Four Friends’ of Haiti that promote its road to democracy. Yet they have failed to earn the trust of many Haitians, including Joseph, who has expressed concern at the prospect of a UN arbiter made up of representatives of the Four Friends. Perhaps a US arbiter should have invoked a comparable sense of consternation. Just as there may be some contradiction in pursuing justice through the UN rather than an independent international body or third party, such as the Permanent Court of Arbitration, there could be limits as to what can be achieved from pursuing justice in a nation that is similarly identified as a participant in the injustice.

In addition, it is notable that the NGOs have prioritised a single negligent act of the UN over the deliberate policies of hundreds of years of the ‘big imperialists’ to which Joseph refers. These imperialists may be said to have put Haiti in a position of being susceptible to the spread of introduced disease. For example, France placed significant economic strain on Haiti for nearly 150 years up to 1947. Over this time, the former colonial power collected from Haiti 90 million gold francs (equivalent to US$40 billion, not including interest accrued on loans) as compensation for financial losses from the Haitian Revolution that had defeated slavery and colonialism — money that could have been used to prevent poverty and plagues and deal with Haiti’s recent spate of natural disasters rather than buy freedom that should have come for free. As Roger Normand and Sarah Zaidi reflect, while Third World nations were able to eject Western nations in the decolonisation process, they were less able to then exact a fair economic playing field from them. The financial pressures that the US has exerted on Haiti also continue to this day.

There appears to be further ideological inconsistency in US-based or -affiliated NGOs responding to the problems in Haiti. The NGOs have made it their mission to bring the ‘good’ parts of Western ideology to Haiti: democracy, human rights, and the rule of law. They have done so while denouncing the West for the devastation it left in the wake of colonising Haiti. But, as Jeffrey Wasserstrom points out, the West practised colonialism around the time it was advancing its classical theories of rights. These theories would provide a justification for the ‘free’ economic relations that European and US powers sought to establish in Haiti, particularly the right to private property ownership,
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just as they would be used to temper any deleterious effects of the assertion of this right. These two functions of rights have gone hand-in-hand in the negotiation of a capitalist model for Haiti. Therefore, while the NGOs appear to offer good will, it cannot be discounted that their doctrine of human rights may be tied in some way to broader economic goals. This paradox is commonly encountered where charitable organisations endeavour to impart their wisdom on the Third World — a practice that, when accompanied by the West’s initiatives to open up economies to capitalist enterprise, can take the character of both assistance and intervention.

Manifestly aware of these dynamics, many Haitians are palpably uncomfortable with the large presence of NGOs in the Caribbean nation, now numbering in the thousands and earning Haiti the moniker ‘NGO’s republic’. Leon Pamphile, a bishop and celebrated writer in Haiti, observes that ‘NGOs do not have a good image in Haiti’, with many of them being ‘phantom organizations’ used for the private gain of the NGOs, or as ‘another channel for American control’. He refers to research demonstrating how funds earmarked for humanitarian assistance and the development of the Haitian economy have, in an overwhelming number of cases, instead been funnelled to American companies. Moreover, some charities have been known to compromise the social fabric of Haiti in bringing certain excesses of Western culture. In a widely publicised case of sexual misconduct, senior members of the British NGO Oxfam were implicated in 2018 for holding ‘sex parties’ involving Haitian prostitutes, including some allegedly underaged.

Another inconsistency in the Georges litigation relates to judicial independence. With its history of expansionism, the US legal system had been poised to provide a legal forum to resolve injustices occurring in foreign lands. Accordingly, it embraced the opportunity to bring to bear the legal expertise of an advanced nation in the cholera matter. Yet legal systems do not operate in isolation of politics and the case of Georges was no exception. The courts in Georges cast judgment on a matter in which the US government has interests with regard to both Haiti and the UN. They did not declare these interests and made decisions in keeping with these interests. One might get the impression, therefore, that the US government has intervened in Haiti not only directly, through its National Security Council and military, but also indirectly, through its legal counsel and judiciary. It has sought to influence the situation in Haiti from different angles that could not be entirely disassociated from one another. Thus, the predicament would be as follows: a US legal system willing and able to respond to the legal quandary facing the Haitian victims, but with its legitimacy to act constrained by the greater ideological implications of its contribution.
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Needless to say, Georges did not render a game-changing decision. However, it has reinforced the message in the international community that the US jurisdiction continues to keep a watchful eye on Haitian affairs, in addition to the affairs of the UN. It has brought into sharp relief political complications that can arise from the US legal system becoming involved in external matters, even where this influence is ostensibly in the interests of the Haitian people who have, through no fault of their own, found themselves in great need.

VI CONCLUSION

In concluding this article, it is apt to allude to the anecdote of the scourge of cholera thwarting Alexander the Great’s plans of conquering India. If this anecdote is true, then the disease had far-reaching international implications. The same can be said of cholera in contemporary Haiti. The disease, which has devastated a generation of Haitians, has brought to a head numerous outstanding international issues. These issues include UN responsibility for its actions, the means in which international mechanisms handle complaints against the UN, the possibilities for national courts handling these complaints and the novelty of them doing so in relation to mass UN torts. There is also the question, visited in this article, of the appropriateness of US courts per se handling complaints of mass UN torts committed in foreign states.

It has been argued in this article that while US legal culture is consistent with such initiative, with different parts of this culture converging to give rise to the case of Georges, the US may not be the most suitable place for this litigation — if indeed any national venue is suited to dealing with the intricate public and private law questions involved in a large compensation suit against the UN. The US, in particular, has a vested interest in Haitian affairs and a history of imposing its will on Haiti. The Georges litigation, with little proximity to the cholera outbreak in Haiti, may not easily be set apart from this history. While intended to relieve the plight of the Haitian victims, it also has some characteristics of a show trial that has reinforced a degree of US paternalism. Thus, while the world has been looking on, hoping for the best outcome for the Haitian victims of cholera, some observers are also likely to be sceptical of a nation that thinks it can circumvent international procedures, as lacking as they may be, and decide the issues using its own courts.

Victims of cholera are left in a precarious position, wedged between an international legal system without distinct avenues to sue the UN independently, a UN that has demonstrated an indisposition to indemnify the injured parties and end the epidemic once and for all, a Haitian government that has declined to exercise its contractual right to seek redress from the UN and a US legal system that has stepped in to remedy the situation with mixed interests at heart.

While US courts did not provide a solution for the victims, and perhaps never could given the unlikelihood of the UN heeding their decisions, it is clear that there is increasing pressure in the international legal community for local suits against the UN to compensate for shortfalls in international measures. Arguments are being advanced that UN immunity should be interpreted broadly rather than absolutely,\(^1\) that human rights doctrine can form a sound legal basis

\(^1\) See, eg, Boon, above n 51, 345, 374.
of domestic suits against the UN\textsuperscript{182} and that the US Federal Court system is a ‘highly respected’ forum in which to run such cases.\textsuperscript{183} Therefore, with the continuing search for appropriate models of dispute resolution for alleged UN misconduct, the book on UN responsibility for its misdeeds remains wide open, with chapters waiting to be written not least by American lawyers.

\textsuperscript{182} See, eg, Ryngaert, above n 5, 147.